November 2021
First and foremost, hi there!
Emma Lambeth here, and I am so grateful to be taking up the role of CottonInfo Regional Extension
Officer for the Namoi, Walgett and Bourke.
A little bit about me for those I don’t know. After completing a Bachelor Agriculture/Bachelor
Business I worked as an agronomist for a chemical reseller in the Upper Namoi for close to five
years. Recently I have been living and working in Narrabri and after a short break from the paddock,
was only too keen to get back into my boots and into the cotton fields.
I have experience in not only cotton production but other broadacre cropping as well, but cotton is
by far my favourite. Nothing quite like seeing those cotyledons pushing through the soil or finding
the first cracked boll of the season!
One of my favourite things about this industry is the people you meet, from seasonal workers to
farm owners and everywhere in between. I find most people are only too accommodating and are
always up for a chat by the head ditch or catch up over a cup of tea.
What amazes me about the Australian cotton industry is the drive and aim to improve upon it each
year, whether this is through variety trials, nutrition work or disease prevention for the crop – most
of which occurs on local farms. There is a general willingness to share information and tell each
other what works and what doesn’t. Partner this with such a strong research and development

backing it is no wonder the crop yields are getting better and the opportunities for success in the
industry is improving.
I hope that you bear with me while I find my feet in this new role, and I look forward to both
catching up with those of you I know already and those I am yet to meet.
Cliché alert! Please don’t be a stranger. I am here as a point of call
where needed and will endeavour to do my very best to help any way I
can. If you would like to get in touch, please refer to my contact details
below. Scan the QR code to add my details straight to your phone with
a v-card.

Wishing you a great cotton season ahead.
All the best,
Emma

Cotton Update
The dams are full and the Namoi is flowing - what a great way to start the 2021/2022 cotton season!
It has been a few tough years, but I think it is fair to say the drought is now behind us, and with
strong cotton prices and a promising weather outlook I have high hopes for a cracking year ahead.
The Namoi, Walgett and Bourke has an estimated 110,000ha planted to cotton, with perhaps a little
more to come following recent rainfall.

Across the region most crops are out of the
ground and up to three true leaves. Storms
have brought unwanted hail damage for
some and a welcome shower for others –
stretching out the first irrigation a little
longer. Winter crop harvest is underway
with some great yield reports so far,
however this also means thrips are moving
and causing some damage in young cotton
plants. Many trials have been planted and
first assessments are occurring across the
region.

Image: Cotton seedlings at Boggabri, NSW

Disease Update
Early season disease surveys are underway. I have been assisting disease pathologist Duy Le from
NSW DPI to conduct some disease assessments across the region. We were expecting to see large
incidence of Black Root Rot, Rhizoctonia and Alternaria given the cold and wet start to the season,

but we have been pleasantly surprised with the results so far. See below some photos of Rhizoctonia
affecting seedling cotton.

Photo’s courtesy of Duy Le, NSW DPI.

Suspicious of disease on your farm?
Send in samples for identification. Ensure to dig out the whole plant (pulling can break off secondary
roots which are important for identification of pathogens), place in a paper bag and send samples to:
PLEASE SEND ALL SUSPECT FUSARIUM SAMPLES TO QLD DAF.
NSW: Send samples to:
Attn: Duy Le NSW DPI
Australian Cotton Research Institute
21888 Kamilaroi Highway
Narrabri NSW 2390
For enquiries, phone Duy Le: 0439 941 542 or
(02) 6799 2427

QLD: Send samples to:
Attn: Linda Smith Ecosciences Precinct
QLD DAF GPO Box 267
Brisbane QLD 4001
For enquiries, phone Linda Smith: 0457 547
617 or (07) 3708 8456

New irrigation staff this season?
CottonInfo have several great resources for your staff toolbox talks – Irrigation Toolbox Series.
Including:
Irrigation Checklist: A one-page checklist for irrigators to tick off in preparation for
irrigating. Developed by irrigators for irrigators!

Irrigation Record Sheet: This field sheet
allows irrigators to keep track of what is
happening to the water at a field level.
Using start and stop times for each set
provides important information on
runtimes and allows irrigators to record
comments for their
supervisor/manager.

CottonInfo Factsheets:
Furrow Irrigation – Facts and Fiction: Often what one might perceive, is not fact when it comes to
surface irrigation. Jim Purcell lists the facts.
Key factors to consider when improving furrow irrigation: There are simple management practices
that can improve the efficiency of an irrigation event.
Siphon size – Size does matter: Siphon pipe diameter has a significant influence on flowrate. It is
therefore important to know what siphon you are using as metric and imperial siphons specify
diameter differently. Internal diameter can also vary as wall thickness can vary between
manufacturers. A 2 ½ inch siphon is NOT the same as a 63mm siphon!
Theoretical flow rates for siphons: Three charts of theoretical flow rate (in litres per second) for a
given combination of operating head (mm) and siphon internal diameter (ID, mm). Each chart has
been designed for a particular siphon length; representative of the most common lengths provided
by manufacturers. The chart provides a theoretical flowrate for each combination so irrigators can
estimate the volume of water delivered to a field.

Complementary CottonInfo Video
Irrigating with siphons: How to start a siphon and siphon management on a cotton farm.
Siphon sizes and flow rates: Siphon diameter and wall thickness both influence flow rate. See how
you can use WATERpak to determine the flow rate through your pipes.
Siphon placement: Where the end of the siphon falls can have a significant impact on the flow rate
through that siphon, and thus how evenly a field is watered. Using a flow meter can demonstrates
why.

CottonInfo Head Ditch Talks

CottonInfo will be running head ditch talks again this season. These are an informal irrigation
discussion aimed at improving water application efficiency. The session will involve a practical head
ditch demonstration of factors that influence flow rate, infiltration, runoff and head of water and
their impact on application efficiency. It includes a siphon flow meter to show the impact of siphon
placement on flow rate and irrigation uniformity. 30-60mins on a head ditch on your farm with your
staff. Interested? Contact your local CottonInfo REO.

SataCrop
Please remember to add all your summer crops to the SataCrop website. Ensure you are protecting
your susceptible crop from unwanted spray drift - a useful tool for spray applicators as well!
To gain access and add your
crops to the website, email
ben@pct-agcloud.com. There is
also an instructional video on
how to use SataCrop on the
website.

Decontamination
A reminder that with the first in crop spray applications coming up it is time to make sure your
equipment has been properly decontaminated. Herbicide residue from 2,4-D or other harsh
chemicals will affect cotton crops and at such a young growth stage could result in crop failure. Read
the recent CottonInfo fact sheet.

CSD Update
Don’t forget to sign up for Membership with CSD. Use this link to become a member of CSD and gain
exclusive access to content through the CSD Membership portal such as fact sheets, tools, apps and
calculators.
Have you heard about CSD’s new Cotton Tracka program? While still in its BETA test phase, Cotton
Tracka uses crop agronomy, data management and environmental influences to assist with field
management. Using real time weather data, combined with your field observations, it transforms
data into a visual display to assist with field management and decision making. Best of all it is
currently available for free to all CSD members! Jump in and have a look at what Cotton Tracka could
do for you.

Cotton Catch Up (CCU)
Please keep an eye out for the first CCU for this season. I hope to be in touch with some growers and
consultants soon to chat about how the crop is progressing.
Best,
Emma Lambeth
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